VINCENNES - 11th February
Trainer of the day : Matthieu Abrivard (101, 209, 205, 502)
Jockey of the day : Matthieu Abrivard (101, 209, 311, 502)
Horse of the day : Gruchy d'Eté (808)
Dark Horse : Gustavia (206)
Race 1
1. BALLINA D'OURVILLE - On the podium in two runs here last month. Ideally
drawn to make a big impact
2. BRISE DU BUISSON - Third here in a Quinte in January 2017. Scored in an
amateurs race two months ago
3. CIVETTE DU PONT - Fifth of 13 - behind third-placed (1) BALLINA
D'OURVILLE - at this venue on January 20
4. BLACK RAIN - Took a claimer last September. Prone to disqualification since.
Down the field at Angers latest
5. CARESSE - Third podium in a row when runner-up to (12) EVENING PRAYER
here on January 11

6. BAMBA DES LANDES - Hasn't won since September 2016. Seventh of 16 at
Cherbourg on February 3
7. BAHIA JOSSELYN - Seventh of 16 at this venue on January 7 in the race
where (1) BALLINA D'OURVILLE was runner-up
8. BONA FIDE - Won twice in harness last year but has been better under the
saddle recently
9. CIDJIE DE GUEZ - Good winner here when an 11/1-chance in a 19-runner
Quinte on February 3
10. CALIE DE PEBRISY - Latest win dates back to August 2017. Seventh of 16
here in a Quinte on January 28
11. DIRTY DANCING IN - 10th of 16 in a class D Quinte on January 28 finishing
behind seventh-placed (10) CALIE DE PEBRISY
12. EVENING PRAYER - Added to win at Rouen-Mauquenchy last November
when popping up at 112/1 here on January 11
13. BULA BULA AM - Runner-up twice in ridden races in September.
Subsequently disqualified twice in harness in November. First race since
14. CELESTIAL LIGHT TK - Scored in Germany in November and December makes first appearance since then
15. MERLES SIMONE - First run at Vincennes on debut for Bjorn Goop. Not
seen since August but runs barefoot for the first time
16. TWIN'S ZINDY - Two wins in Sweden last spring. First appearance at
Vincennes and rises in class
Summary
The card starts with the day's Quinte where (5) CARESSE should go close after
finishing fast here last month behind shock-winner (12) EVENING PRAYER. The
latter - who was sent off at 112/1 that day - is likely to be much shorter this time
but is drawn a rank further back than the selection. Good cases can also be
made for Jean-Michel Bazire's (9) CIDJIE DE GUEZ - a winner at this venue on
February 3 - and (1) BALLINA D'OURVILLE - looking for a fourth podium in a row
from pole position behind the autostart.

Selections
(5) CARESSE - (9) CIDJIE DE GUEZ - (1) BALLINA D'OURVILLE - (12)
EVENING PRAYER - (3) CIVETTE DU PONT - (11) DIRTY DANCING IN - (14)
CELESTIAL LIGHT TK - (10) CALIE DE PEBRISY

Race 2
1. GAZELLE DU CORTA - Off the mark at Cabourg on January 6. Third of 12
here latest behind runner-up (5) GENERATION SMART
2. GAVOTTE DU PRATEL - Runner-up twice last September. First run for three
months when third of 11 here a week ago
3. GLORANIE DES NOES - Two wins from first three outings but broke stride
here last time. Should go close if learning from that
4. GAMMA DU CHENE - Second of 16 to (9) GOLDY MARY at this track on
January 11. Ran too free when breaking stride next time
5. GENERATION SMART - Victorious at Amiens on debut. Placed twice at this
venue in class Cs last month
6. GUSTAVIA - Opened account here in a class D on December 4. Subsequently
struggled in a class A and a G2
7. GALLIPOLI - Four podiums in a row before coming home fourth of five
finishers here on January 20
8. GIVE ME AMERICA - Fourth to (9) GOLDY MARY before losing maiden tag at
12th time of asking in a 14-runner class D at this course on January 28
9. GOLDY MARY - Placed three times before breaking duck here on January 11.
Now trained as well as driven by Matthieu Abrivard
10. GALIKA DE VANDEL - A win and two seconds in the last three months of
2018. First race since
11. GUARDA - On a hattrick after two victories in claimers. First start for new
trainer
Summary
(9) GOLDY MARY beat two of these when coming out on top in a class C on
January 11. Now trained as well as driven by Matthieu Abrivard she is taken to
double up at the expense of (3) GLORANIE DES NOES who can make up for
her disqualification earlier in the month. (10) GALIKA DE VANDEL hasn't been
seen since December but with a clear round can take a place on the podium.

Selections
(9) GOLDY MARY - (3) GLORANIE DES NOES - (10) GALIKA DE VANDEL (5) GENERATION SMART

Race 3
1. ESPRIT EMESS - No wins from 21 races across both codes. Disqualified in
last three ridden races
2. ESTUPENDO - 44-race maiden and yet to make the podium in seven ridden
races. Fully unshod first time
3. EXTREME FARCEUR - First appearance this year for all-or-nothing sort.
Major player if keeping stride
4. ESPIO DE VANDEL - Broke harness duck at Cagnes-sur-Mer in December.
Makes ridden debut here
5. EL FUEGO DE BEZ - Third in last two completed races but has broken stride
in four of last six. Barefoot for first time since March last year
6. EVRESTO - Recorded first ridden win at Nantes last December. Broke stride in
harness on return to action on February 1
7. EMPEREUR DE FAEL - A win and five places in harness. Third of 10 at
Pornichet-La Baule on ridden debut last week
8. ELITO DRY - Both career wins came in winter 2017/18. Fifth of 18 at Argentan
on January 20
9. ETE DE FEU - Two recent harness wins in Germany. Yet to shine in two
outings under the saddle
10. EMIR DE L'ITON - Off the mark at Argentan last June. Back shoes off for first
ridden race since September
11. ELIXIR ALDO - Course winner in December 2017. Could play a part in the
finish at his best
12. EDEN JOSSELYN - Opened account at Pont-Chateau 12 months ago.
Disqualified here on the last turn when just outside the places on January 18
13. ELYSEE BARBES - Two wins last year including at this venue in December.
Fourth in harness at Pont-Chateau latest on January 14
14. ELVIS D'AUVRECY - Two harness wins last year. Fifth of 17 at Cabourg on
ridden debut last month
15. EXIL DE LOIRON - Just gets in under the earnings ceiling for this. Debut for
new trainer and runs barefoot
Summary
(3) EXTREME FARCEUR makes his first appearance of 2019 and if able to keep
a good rhythm throughout should be able to land the spoils - however with his
record that is a big 'if'. (5) EL FUEGO DE BEZ looks to be the main rival running

barefoot this time after finishing third here with just the front shoes removed on
January 18. (11) ELIXIR ALDO is next best.

Selections
(3) EXTREME FARCEUR - (5) EL FUEGO DE BEZ - (11) ELIXIR ALDO - (6)
EVRESTO

Race 4
1. NEW FLAME - Hasn't won since September 2017. Sent off at 257/1 when
tailed-off here on January 29
2. DANIE D'ANEPIERRE - Successful at Machecoul 11 months ago. Makes first
appearance since August
3. DANSE AVEC MOI - Both career wins came in 2017. Seventh of 18 behind
runner-up (12) DOLLY DE CHENU here latest
4. UNAR BI - Four wins in a row between last July and January. Second of 15 in
Sweden latest. Debut for new trainer
5. DOLCE VITA FAC - Ninth of 18 in the race where (12) DOLLY DE CHENU was
second on February 2
6. DROTTNING VIKING - Victorious at Cabourg last August. Prone to breaking
stride since then
7. DIVA DE BRION - Successful at Grenade-sur-Garonne on January 13. Sixth of
14 at Agen-Le Passage next time
8. DORADA DE LOU - Three wins in 2018. 12th of 18 in race where (12) DOLLY
DE CHENU was second latest
9. DEVISE DU VIVIER - Sixth of 18 behind runner-up (12) DOLLY DE CHENU at
this track on February 2
10. LESPERANZA - First appearance since July when second of 18 at this venue
on January 24
11. DIVA DU BUISSON - A victory and four places last year. Fifth of 16 at Nantes
in mid-January
12. DOLLY DE CHENU - Scored twice in February last year. Runner-up of 18
beating five of these in a class D on February 2
13. DOLCE D'EBANE - Wide-margin winner of a class E at Marseille-Vivaux on
January 21. Eric Raffin booked
14. DESIREE DES LANDES - Successful twice last term. To the rear at
Chateaubriant on January 20
15. DOLCE VITA QUICK - Course winner in November. Sixth of 17 latest in a
Quinte on January 17
Summary
(10) LESPERANZA hadn't been seen since July when finishing a very creditable
second of 18 here on January 24 in a class B. A reproduction of that effort should
result in victory here. Easy Marseille-Vivaux winner (13) DOLCE D'EBANE is a

danger while (12) DOLLY DE CHENU - three places from her last four runs should also be in the mix.

Selections
(10) LESPERANZA - (13) DOLCE D'EBANE - (12) DOLLY DE CHENU - (15)
DOLCE VITA QUICK

Race 5
1. DIPLOMATIE - All career wins have come in harness. Third in a ridden race at
Caen last September. Disqualified five times since
2. DIOLIDA DE CELLAND - All-or-nothing perfomer. First rate chance here if able
to keep stride
3. DEESSE DU HOULME - Was on a hattrick - after winning here in Decemebr
and in early January - when breaking stride on January 19
4. DIETJE LABELLE - Won at Reims last October. A 105/1-shot when 11th of 18
here on February 2
5. DRUSENHEIM - 63 appearances without visiting the winner's enclosure. Out
the back here on January 24
6. DIVINE DE L'ITON - Obliged twice last April. Seventh to (14) DEDICACE DE
CHENU on January 19
7. DANJA DU DESERT - Both career wins have come in harness. One placing
from four ridden races
8. DONZELLE D'EPONA - Placed three times in last six outings but disqualified
in the other three
9. DOLLY DU QUESNE - Four victories last term. Third of eight in the
Netherlands on January 18
10. DEESSE DE FOOT - Obliged at Enghien in October. In rear when
disqualified at halfway on January 29
11. DIVINE FOLIE - One win from 47 races in both codes. Fourth of 12 behind
second-placed (13) DATCHA GIRL on January 31
12. DELSA DERANGERE - Both wins recorded in 2017. Disqualified when
fighting for fifth place on January 24
13. DATCHA GIRL - Third to (14) DEDICACE DE CHENU here on January 19
and went one place better 12 days later
14. DEDICACE DE CHENU - Scored here in December and in mid-January. Fifth
of 11 when fancied latest
15. DEQUIDIA - Third of 12 here behind runner-up (13) DATCHA GIRL on the
last day of January
16. DIDINE DU DIGEON - Scored at Enghien 12 months ago. Returns to action
after a near four-month break
Summary

The talented but fragile (2) DIOLIDA DE CELLAND has a leading chance if
keeping stride. The much more consistent (13) DATCHA GIRL - who is on a good
run of form - is the one most likely to benefit if the selection falters. (14)
DEDICACE DE CHENU won twice here during the winter before disappointing
when fancied last time.

Selections
(2) DIOLIDA DE CELLAND - (13) DATCHA GIRL - (14) DEDICACE DE CHENU
- (8) DONZELLE D'EPONA - (11) DIVINE FOLIE

Race 6
1. FIGARO PLANCHETTE - Runner-up three times last year but still to break
maiden after 21 attempts
2. FELIX DU BOURG - Took two claimers here in January. Disqualified in a
ridden race last time
3. FYNIO DU POMMEREUX - Scored at Enghien in October. Fourth of 12 at this
venue on January 29
4. FAR WEST DU RIB - Consistent sort who has been in the frame in last three
outings. Podium chances again
5. FILOU L'AUVERGNIER - Two wins with Franck Nivard at the helm before
breaking stride on hattrick bid. Nivard back at the reins here
6. FRESNEAUX - On a good run of form before being knocked out of his stride
by a rival last time. Worth another chance
7. FUNKY D'ALB - Won a ridden race here last October. Disqualified shortly after
the start in harness on January 22
8. FACETIEUX - Pulled too hard when third behind runner-up (4) FAR WEST DU
RIB last time. Has a chance if able to relax
9. FISTON D'AWAGNE - Won here on the small course in November. Sixth of 13
behind second-placed (4) FAR WEST DU RIB latest
Summary
The previously consistent (6) FRESNEAUX appeared to be unlucky last time when suffering interference leading to him breaking stride - and is worth another
chance here. (5) FILOU L'AUVERGNIER is reunited with Franck Nivard who
steered him to victory on January 14 and 20 - while (4) FAR WEST DU RIB
arrives on the back of three podium finishes in a row.

Selections
(6) FRESNEAUX - (5) FILOU L'AUVERGNIER - (4) FAR WEST DU RIB - (8)
FACETIEUX

Race 7
1. EASY TOUCH - Placed twice at this venue last year. Broke stride on the
downhill stretch latest
2. EVORA - Several good runs here last spring. Fourth race back from a fivemonth break
3. EGERIE QUESNOT - Beaten by (14) ELLORA DU CEDRE and (13) ELITE
SAN LEANDRO when third here on January 28
4. ENSOLEILLEE - All best form has come under the saddle. Not in the frame in
any of six races in harness
5. ECLIPSE DU NOYER - Latest of two career wins achieved at Dieppe last
August. Fourth of 13 here on January 26
6. ELISA D'ERQUY - Victorious here on January 17. Fourth of 10 at Bordeaux-Le
Bouscat next time
7. EDNA DE FEUGERES - Runner-up in three of last five runs including in a 12runner field at Nantes on January 27
8. ELOA D'OCCAGNES - Scored on the small track in December. Sixth of 16 on
the big course latest
9. EAST ROAD - Finished third here on December 30. Broke stride on the final
turn next time
10. EBENE DE JAY - Two wins in 2018. Fifth of 10 at Cagnes-sur-Mer when
favourite on February 1
11. EXQUISA BELLA - Both wins date back to 2017. Disqualified on last run of
2018 and first of 2019
12. ELINDA PASMARICK - 35-race maiden. Beat five of these when fourth of 16
here on January 13
13. ELITE SAN LEANDRO - Only went down by a nostril to (14) ELLORA DU
CEDRE here on January 28
14. ELLORA DU CEDRE - Beat three of these when just beating (13) ELITE SAN
LEANDRO at this venue on January 28
15. ELODIE LET'S GO - All-or-nothing sort who has won five of her last 11 races
and been disqualified in the other six
16. ESPERANCE MIX - Course winner last September. Fourth of 14 when last
seen in mid-December
Summary

(15) ELODIE LET'S GO is another runner on today's card who either wins or
breaks stride - with five wins and six DQs from her last 11 appearances. The
hope is that it will be six of each after this. (14) ELLORA DU CEDRE beat (13)
ELITE SAN LEANDRO and (3) EGERIE QUESNOT when they filled the frame
here on January 28.

Selections
(15) ELODIE LET'S GO - (14) ELLORA DU CEDRE - (13) ELITE SAN
LEANDRO - (3) EGERIE QUESNOT - (6) ELISA D'ERQUY

Race 8
1. GRANDE DIVA - First race for gelding by Sam Bourbon out of Blonde.
Qualified at Grosbois
2. GRATIN - Debut for gelding by Que Je t'Aime out of Sucette. Qualified at
Grosbois
3. GAVARNIE LEBEL - Disqualified in all three harness races and on ridden
debut a week ago
4. GEISHA CAPTAIN - Has been disqualified in both outings so far - in harness
on debut and under the saddle last time
5. GROOM D'OUDON - Disqualified in all three appearances - one in December
and two in January
6. GABINOU DU CAUX - Seventh of 13 on ridden debut on January 3. Makes
first appearance for new trainer
7. GNAC THICEMA - Best placing when a well-beaten fourth of eight at this
course on January 31
8. GRUCHY D'ETE - Opened account at Argentan in a race that has produced
winners since. Broke stride on previous visit to Vincennes
9. GLORIA DU RUISSEAU - Only podium to date when third here on January 5.
Still in third when sanctioned on the home turn latest
10. GABIANO - Best finishing position when runner-up here on January 17.
Disqualified in the snow five days later
11. GOSTELLU MAG - Third here on ridden debut on January 22 and filled the
same berth nine days later
12. GRISE ET ROUGE - Third in two ridden claimers but broke stride last time.
Makes ridden debut
13. GOOD BOY BROUETS - Third on ridden debut in December and not
disgraced when fourth of 13 next time
Summary
The race (8) GRUCHY D'ETE won at Argentan has worked out well. If he gets
away cleanly on his return to this venue then the top step of the podium awaits.
(13) GOOD BOY BROUETS has made a good start to his ridden campaign and
should figure in the frame. (12) GRISE ET ROUGE was third in two harness
claimers but like the selection needs a smooth start.

Selections

(8) GRUCHY D'ETE - (13) GOOD BOY BROUETS - (12) GRISE ET ROUGE (2) GRATIN

ANGERS - 11th February
Trainer of the day : Arnaud Chaillé-Chaillé (205, 404, 516, 508)
Jockey of the day : Pierre Dubourg (205, 516)
Horse of the day : Edylan (601)
Dark Horse : Les Beaufs (703)
Race 1
1. FURAX - Comfortable winner over hurdles at Aix-Les-Bains in June and a fair
fourth on chase debut at Auteuil in August. Consider
2. FLAVIUS - Down the field on hurdle debut at Pau in December but a better
effort on first chase run there last month
3. FAUTILUNEDENUO - Capable enough over hurdles and was a runner up in a
chase here in early December
4. FAMECK - Third in a chase at Saint-Brieuc in November but pulled up at
Cagnes last time out in December
5. FERET - Close runner up here on hurdle debut at Pau last month and a good
third there since. Leading player here
6. FRISCO - Has failed to finish in all three of his career runs to date so is
definitely best watched today
7. FLECTRA - Decent effort on her debut in a flat race at Seiches/Le-Loir in
December but pulled up in a chase at Pau last month
Summary
A close runner up here on his hurdle debut at Pau early last month (5) FERET
ran well again there since when third in another hurdle race. He has a fitness
edge and can get the better of (1) FURAX who was a promising fourth on his
chase debut at Auteuil last August. (3) FAUTILUNEDENUO and (2) FLAVIUS can
fill the minor placings.

Selections
(5) FERET - (1) FURAX - (3) FAUTILUNEDENUO - (2) FLAVIUS

Race 2
1. ERONIMO - Placed in half of his seven runs and looks to have a big task on
today
2. MONTE GORDO - Placed in half of his six runs. Sure to be some way involved
once more
3. EN TEMPS VOULU - Two time winner from eleven runs. Pulled up in latest
two so questions to answer
4. FRAGANDOR ROSETGRI - Placed a few times in thirteen runs. Has a very
big task on hands here it seems
5. TINO ROLI - Very lightly aced in three hurdles runs. Third at Pau last time .
Interesting contender
6. FROSTINATOR - Just the three runs and fell in the first two. Bit better last time
but much more required
7. ESPOIR DU GRILLON - Placed in half of his six outings but surely there is
much to do even in this company
8. COMME MAMAN - One win from six runs last season. Good third at Pau last
time and sets the standard
9. TRANSCENDANCE - Second and third in the last two of three runs and could
well challenge for similar here
10. SELFIE - Dual winner from fifteen runs including penultimate start in a
claimer at Argentan
11. PRETTYBLUE - Just the three runs and improved with each of them. Runner
up last time at Saint-Malo but absent since last May
Summary
A five year old conditions chase that might fall to (8) COMME MAMAN who has
important steeplechase experience as evidenced by a decent third last time out
at Pau. She might overcome the likes of (5) TINO ROLI and (11) PRETTYBLUE
who look the biggest threats. (2) MONTE GORDO has claims also in a very tricky
event for punters.

Selections
(8) COMME MAMAN - (5) TINO ROLI - (11) PRETTYBLUE - (2) MONTE
GORDO

Race 3
1. ASDESMAR - Three time winner from thirty seven. Placed in latest two at Pau
and a must for shortlist
2. SACHA GREEN - Dual winner from nineteen runs. Can be forgiven a blip on
latest effort
3. CURLY D'AUTHIE - Two wins from nineteen runs. Third at Pau last time out
and surely has a chance
4. GRANDGARDE - Two wins from twenty nine runs. Should be able to play a
leading part here
5. BRIN DE COTTE - Four victories from eighteen runs but has been marked
absent since October 2017
6. AHQUECOUCOU - Has won a third of his nine victories including last time but
that was in October 2017
7. FAYAS - Half a dozen wins from twenty three but has been lightly raced in
recent times
8. DEEXOS D'ARREE - Half a dozen wins from thirty one runs. Will have some
sort of an each way chance
9. BERYL BAIE - Placed twice in just four runs but has been absent for such a
long time now
10. PTITURF - Three wins from twenty one runs. Placed in last two starts of
2018. Chance
11. LION TOTO - Remains a maiden after eighteen runs and will stay that way
following this
12. ECLAIR DELAROGERIE - Thrice a scorer from twenty one but has been
plagued with problems and has zero chance
13. SAHIRA DE BEAUMONT - Five wins from twenty two but is another that has
been absent since October 2017
14. DERIVE - Dual winner from eighteen starts. Will do well to get any way close
today
15. GET UP - No form at all in seven runs and is completely ruled out of having
any hope
16. BLOOTENDER - Three time winner from sixty runs but is another that can be
ruled out with confidence
Summary

The first of the many big race fields to come on the card. (3) CURLY D'AUTHIE is
chosen and hopes are high that the Pacault runner can record a belated success
to go with his two victories from 2016. He looks ready. (1) ASDESMAR and (2)
SACHA GREEN look the most likely to give the selection a headache. (4)
GRANDGARDE and (8) DEEXOS D'ARREE are next best.

Selections
(3) CURLY D'AUTHIE - (1) ASDESMAR - (2) SACHA GREEN - (4)
GRANDGARDE - (8) DEEXOS D'ARREE

Race 4
1. GOLDEN DARIO - Won on flat debut last season but has regressed ever since
so much more needed
2. KAPIOS - Placed once from five outings but has fallen in latest two. Loads to
prove
3. SHAKTIMAN - Nine runs in total. One flat success and placed over hurdles.
Frame claims
4. KANABAA ONE - Seventh on racecourse and hurdles debut at Pau last
month. Should derive benefit from that
5. URBOK - Finished eighth on racecourse and hurdles debut here in December.
More required
6. UN PLUS - Mother was unraced. This is her very first foal. By Spirit One and
best watched here
7. MONSIEUR HONORE - Both runs came in December. Pulled up on hurdles
debut and then soundly beaten on level
8. MILORD DE CARCOUET - The dam was unraced and this is her first foal. By
Spider Flight. Best watched here
9. GOLDINOX - Just the one fourth place in twelve outings. Cannot be fancied at
all
10. BOPOLO - One fourth place from seven outings. Looks to be a huge outsider
here too
11. FASANOUR - Mother was successful once but her first two foals to race have
not followed suit. By Konig Turf
12. CRAZY BOY - Dam was the winner of one race. Her first foal to race has not
won. By Chichi Creasy
13. I DREAM - Unplaced in both runs. One on the level and one over hurdles.
Needs more
14. FELLOW MAG - Fell very early on racecourse debut at Pau in early
December. Fancied then and will be now also
15. AUTHORITY - Mother was a five time winner. The first of her two foals to race
has won. This one is by Turgeon
16. ALWAYS TO WIN - Dam was an unplaced maiden. One of her two foals to
race has won. By Full Of Gold
Summary

This four year old colts and geldings conditions hurdle might be fought out by the
newcomers. The big connections of (15) AUTHORITY will be hoping the son of
Turgeon will live up to his name. He is well enough related and the word is good.
(11) FASANOUR is also well thought of. (14) FELLOW MAG fell on debut but
more will be expected of him here. (NP) SHAKTIMAN and (4) KANABAA ONE
have minor claims.

Selections
(15) AUTHORITY - (11) FASANOUR - (14) FELLOW MAG - (4) KANABAA ONE

Race 5
1. TRESSE - Placed fourth in her last two starts at Pau. Should come on some
more on fourth start here
2. AD ACTA - Placed in six of her eleven runs. Pulled up last time at Cagnes.
Needs more
3. LOVE STORY - Runner up in one of her six outings. Has a fair deal of
improvement needed to get close
4. NO IDEA NO NAME - Pulled up on her only run which came at Pau last month
so obviously must do way better
5. DIVINESRI - Placed fourth in one of ten career runs to date. Makes absolutely
no appeal
6. HOLY RULER - Won twice on the level early last year but has not come
forward since then
7. LOST PARADISE - Off the mark on the last of her seven flat starts at Le Pin au
Haras in November. Best watched
8. SAINTE DU BRIZAIS - Mother was a decent dual winner and this is her first
foal to run. By the classy Kapgarde
9. DINO VIREENNE - Dam won one race and this is her first foal. By Doctor Dino
who is a very useful sire
10. FUN DU LEMO - Pulled up on debut at Cagnes-sur-Mer last December and
must improve markedly
11. ZAMBALINE BAZ - Mother won one race and not of much note. This is her
first foal to come racing and is by Zambezi Sun
12. LADY LISES - Dam was unraced. Her first foal to race has won three times.
This one is by the very good sire Kapgarde
13. EVER LOVE - A dual flat winner from seventeen runs. Has the credentials to
do well over hurdles
14. ARGENDOR - Unplaced in all five outings and cannot be fancied for this at all
here
15. PALM DE BELLOUET - Dam was a triple scorer. She has produced four of
her five foals to win including two smart black typers
16. BENIDORM - Dam placed twice in as many starts. One of her three foals to
race has won. By Spider Flight
Summary

This four year old conditions hurdle looks booked to go to one of the newcomers.
(12) LADY LISES fits the bill perfectly. Her dam was unraced but this one's half
sister, Eerimm, is already a triple winner so the portents for a winning debut are
definitely there and being by Kapgarde is a bonus. (16) BENIDORM is another
debutante that should be in the mix. (8) SAINTE DU BRIZAIS is also by
Kapgarde and could be very useful. (13) EVER LOVE and (9) DINO VIREENNE
can come in next.

Selections
(12) LADY LISES - (16) BENIDORM - (8) SAINTE DU BRIZAIS - (13) EVER
LOVE - (9) DINO VIREENNE

Race 6
1. EDYLAN - One win from thirteen. Grand third at Pau last time out. Huge
chance here
2. EUCLIDE D'EMRA - Runner up in two from three early last year. Absence
since is the worry though for today
3. ELYSIUM DES BOIS - Runner up in two of his four attempts and could well
challenge for similar again
4. JULIANOS - One win from a dozen runs and while form figures look stark
there has been big excuses
5. ERIS - Runner up in four of her ten outings. Will surely break the ice some day
6. MR RENEGADE - Dual flat winner from a mixed total of fourteen runs but
makes no appeal here today
7. EAQUIS DE BEL AIR - Still a maiden after seven and has fallen in latest two
efforts so more needed for certain
8. ESPADON MOME - Placed in three of his six starts but much more required
today to be involved
9. EXPRESS SPORT - Placed in all three runs last season. Has a break to
overcome here though
10. GOLDEN VAL - Runner up on only start in a flat race way back in April of last
year. Bit to prove
11. ECHO BAIE - Remains a maiden after seven runs mixed in all three codes.
Cannot be considered
12. HANNAHEL SIVOLA - Won the middle of her three runs last season. Absent
since September but could challenge for a place
13. BELLANADI - Unplaced on both flat starts late last season. A similar fate
probably awaits today
14. STAR DEL RAIS - Runner up on her penultimate start of five outings. Looks
an outsider all the same here
15. ETOILE FEVER - Mother was an average winner and has produced two
winners from five foals to date
16. SOMMERY - Dual winner on the flat from eighteen runs. Promise on both
hurdles runs so far
Summary
The old saying of 'the bigger the field, the bigger the certainty ' will hopefully

apply here. Of course, there is no no such thing as a certainty but (1) EDYLAN
will surely take all the beating. Alain Couetil is a master trainer who places his
animals very carefully so the fact that he comes here is significant. (4)
JULIANOS and (3) ELYSIUM DES BOIS can challenge for the runner up spot
with smaller claims for (5) ERIS and (16) SOMMERY.

Selections
(1) EDYLAN - (4) JULIANOS - (3) ELYSIUM DES BOIS - (5) ERIS - (16)
SOMMERY

Race 7
1. GOLD DIVA - Only the four runs in three years so obviously has had huge
interruptions
2. DINDIN - Half a dozen wins from twenty starts. Will play a big part here on all
known form
3. LES BEAUFS - Seven wins from forty eight. Can be the type to go very well
fresh so ignore last start
4. BLUES WAVE - Half a dozen wins from thirty seven starts. Could well be
competitive for a place
5. CROSS WAY - Great strike rate with thirteen wins from forty three and sure to
put up a bold show
6. ULTRA LUCKY - Half a dozen wins from fifty one and if on a going day might
have a squeak
7. BARONNE D'ANJOU - Has won a third of her eighteen runs. Third at Pau last
time and can go well
8. LA LIMAGNE - Five time winner from thirty five. Pulled up at Cagnes-sur-Mer
last time so work to be done
9. DOLBY MOME - One success from ten. Pulled up in last three tries so not
fancied here
10. LOVELY VALLEE - Dual winner from thirty. Fell last time at Pau and really
has it all to prove
11. SISTADENN - Half a dozen wins from thirty five. Good thirds in last two runs
at Pau and is a big fancy
12. ULTRANET - Five time scorer from fifty eight. Good fourth in big Quinte at
Pau last time. Serious shout
13. CYBOR DEL'RAIS - One success in thirteen starts. Appears to have quiet a
deal to find here
14. BADOUDAL - Nine time winning veteran from forty starts. Age may be
catching up now at this point
15. DIGNY - Just the one success from thirteen starts and is very difficult to fancy
on form
16. SLIM RISK - Remains a maiden after eleven starts and will most probably
remain that way
Summary

Another splendid race to finish off the day and there appears to be a very solid
wager in the shape of (12) ULTRANET who has been running against some very
serious opposition for some time now and this looks his easiest task for a while.
One that could shake him up at a price however is (3) LES BEAUFS who goes
well fresh so he should be at peak today. (2) DINDIN and (11) SISTADENN have
strong claims along with (6) ULTRA LUCKY.

Selections
(12) ULTRANET - (3) LES BEAUFS - (2) DINDIN - (11) SISTADENN - (6)
ULTRA LUCKY

CAGNES-SUR-MER - 11th February
Trainer of the day : Yannick-Alain Briand (105, 202, 505, 506, 508, 711)
Driver of the day : Yannick-Alain Briand (105, 202, 316, 505, 711)
Horse of the day : Christo (304)
Dark Horse : Bella de la Basle (403)
Race 1
1. ALARO - Best recent run was over this track and distance. Back barefoot and
must be considered
2. ARAMIS DEIHA - Has really been struggling of late but is barefoot this time so
can improve
3. BROSNAN JET - Poor recent form but is better this distance and is barefoot
this time. Chance
4. BEBETO - Unreliable of late but is better this distance and is barefoot this
time. Respect
5. BOLIDE DU LOISIR - Barefoot this time and will prefer this shorter distance.
Could finish in the money
6. ALTEA DE PIENCOURT - Barefoot this time but has struggled at this track and
does need to find a few lengths
7. VANCOUVER KERYVON - Remains barefoot but has only been modest of
late and does need to improve to win
8. AZALEE D'AZUR - Recent runs at this track has been modest but might prefer
this shorter distance
9. ANAKIN SKYWALKER - Remains barefoot but has been struggling for some
time now. Others are much preferred
10. BOSS DU MARNY - Remains barefoot but has been struggling and does
need major improvement to win
11. ARTISTE - Likes this shorter distance. May need to do more to win but could
play a minor role
12. BRAVE ATOUT - Not disgraced when fourth in latest start. Needs to do more
to win but could earn some money
Summary

(3) BROSNAN JET has not been showing his best form recently but is barefoot
and back to his preferred distance. He can give us a winning start. (4) BEBETO
looks to have been prepared with this race in mind so will be a danger. (5)
BOLIDE DU LOISIR has been battling of late but does have a place chance. (1)
ALARO can also earn some money.

Selections
(3) BROSNAN JET - (4) BEBETO - (5) BOLIDE DU LOISIR - (1) ALARO

Race 2
1. COZAK DE GRIMOULT - Usually gives of his best but might need this come
back run. Has a place chance
2. COOL FAST - Clearly is unreliable but remains barefoot and did bounce back
to win latest start
3. BE BOP MARCEAUX - Distance suited but was well beaten in last two starts.
Others are preferred
4. BAUMONT D'AVIGNERE - Holding form well enough. Shorter distance could
suit and does have a winning chance
5. BOLIDE DE LULU - Well beaten last time out and is likely to need this come
back run. Others are preferred
6. BROADWAY - Remains barefoot. Fair recent form and could prefer this shorter
distance. Chance
7. DIAPASON DE BLARY - Poor recent form but is clearly capable of better and
cannot be dismissed away easily
8. CONDOR JULRY - Ignore last run. Barefoot this time and could prefer the
shorter distance. Chance
9. CYRANO D'IDOLE - Modest last run. Capable of better and could play a minor
role at best
10. DENICHEUR DU VIF - Likes this track and remains barefoot and ready for
this race. Can go close
11. BELCANTO GENTIL - A bit disappointing when only sixth last time out.
Barefoot this time and is not out of it
12. BOSS DU COGLAIS - Well beaten in both starts this year and does need
major improvement to win
Summary
Although he may be starting in a bad position (10) DENICHEUR DU VIF is
barefoot for this race and could win a race like this. (4) BAUMONT D'AVIGNERE
continues to hold his form and is better placed at the start. (8) CONDOR JULRY
will run better than last time and can finish in the money. (2) COOL FAST is
another worthy of consideration.

Selections
(10) DENICHEUR DU VIF - (4) BAUMONT D'AVIGNERE - (8) CONDOR JULRY

- (2) COOL FAST

Race 3
1. BILLY DE LA CALADE - Has really struggled in three runs at this track
recently. Others are much preferred
2. VITINOU - Remains barefoot and has won at this track but does need to find a
few lengths to win this race
3. ATHIS DELADOU - Has not won for some time now but does drop in class and
could pop up in the places
4. CHRISTO - Has done really well at this track recently and should fight out the
finish once again
5. CARLO DE CARSI - Fair recent form. Probably prefer it a bit further but is
clearly not out of it
6. VAAT DES CAILLONS - Modest recent form. Remains barefoot and could
improve this shorter distance. Respect
7. VERANO DU REYNARD - Likes this track but best recent runs were in
claimers. Could play a minor role
8. BEERSCOTT - Likes this track and was not disgraced when third in latest
start. Be right there at the finish
9. ARGINIO DES GODINS - Fair recent form but is battling to regain winning
form. Could earn some money though
10. ANOTHER - Remains barefoot but has been struggling for some time now.
Others are much preferred
11. BALTHAZAR MAZA - Not disgraced when fifth in latest start. Likes this track
and is capable of earning some money
12. BE BOP MARA - Remains barefoot but has really struggled in three starts at
this track recently
13. VERTIGINOUS - Bounced back to win latest start but is clearly an unreliable
type. Might place
14. VIVALDI DU VIVROT - Good last two wins. This is a stronger race and does
need to do a bit more
15. BISE DU COGLAIS - Remains barefoot but does need to find a few lengths
to win this race. Others preferred
16. BRASIL DE BAILLY - Ignore last run. Probably prefers further but is clearly
not out of it
Summary

(4) CHRISTO ran between two good horses last time when runner-up and is well
suited to this distance. He should prove to have a big winning chance. (8)
BEERSCOTT indicated last time out when third that a win was soon at hand. (5)
CARLO DE CARSI and (16) BRASIL DE BAILLY are barefoot and cannot be
dismissed away easily.

Selections
(4) CHRISTO - (8) BEERSCOTT - (5) CARLO DE CARSI - (16) BRASIL DE
BAILLY - (6) VAAT DES CAILLONS

Race 4
1. BRUNE JULRY - May have just needed last run. Could improve but does need
to find a few lengths to win
2. DIZA DU COURTILLE - A bit disappointing last time out. Better this distance
and is barefoot this time. Go close
3. BELLA DE LA BASLE - Well tried of late but has been unreliable. Might pop up
in the places
4. DAME DU RIL - Likes this course and is versatile distance wise. Should fight
out the finish
5. DIVA DE CARLESS - Battling to regain winning form but is quite capable of
finishing in the money
6. CINNA DE BRIOUZE - Ignore last run. Has run well over the track and
distance. Not out of it
7. BELLE DES GOSSETS - Fair recent form. More needed to win but is barefoot
this time. Place chance
8. CRUELLA - Unreliable. Did run well at this track last time out but prefers that
distance
9. DEESSE DU PLESSIS - Well beaten in latest start which was at this track.
Others are preferred
10. BORA DU FOSSE - Has not won for some time but remains barefoot and has
run well at this track
11. DAISY JENILOU - Unreliable but did win penultimate start when barefoot.
May prefer that distance though
12. CANBERRA TONIQUE 13. BERNILLE SALTOR - Mostly modest form of late and not sure to be suited by
this shorter distance
14. DYNAMIQUE D'AM - Disappointing last run but is back barefoot and could
finish in the money
Summary
A very competitive race and we could see a bunched up finish. (2) DIZA DU
COURTILLE gets the narrow vote as she does like this shorter distance. (4)
DAME DU RIL is in good form and should be right there at the finish. (6) CINNA
DE BRIOUZE is barefoot this time so does deserve respect. (7) BELLE DES
GOSSETS is another in with a winning chance.

Selections
(2) DIZA DU COURTILLE - (4) DAME DU RIL - (6) CINNA DE BRIOUZE - (7)
BELLE DES GOSSETS

Race 5
1. ELLAURENCE SPRINT - Mostly modest form of late and does need to find a
few lengths to win this race
2. ELSA BARBES - Fair fourth over this track and distance last time out. Could
play a minor role
3. EVIANA - A bit disappointing last time out. More needed to win but could earn
some minor money
4. EMBELLIE DU TIJAS - Improved to win a claimer last time out. May need to
do more to win this race
5. ERMINE D'EBANE - Unreliable but does win when in the mood. Clearly the
one they have to beat
6. ERNESTINA - Not disgraced when third last time out. May prefer shorter but
could finish in the money
7. EMERAUDE DE BAIS - fair recent runs but is unreliable and does need to find
a few lengths to win
8. EMERAUDE TURGOT - Likes this track and is coming off a confidence
boosting win. Barefoot and ready
9. EVITA PERON - Modest last run but is capable of better and could contest the
finish once again
10. ENTRE NOUS TROIS - Modest last three runs which were all at this track.
Others are preferred
11. EXTREMITY - Modest recent runs but is back barefoot and could play a
minor role. Might place
Summary
(5) ERMINE D'EBANE was unlucky not to win last time out. If she is smarter this
time she should make amends. (9) EVITA PERON does not always show her
best form but she does have a chance if she is in the mood. (6) ERNESTINA is
the stable companion of the selection and is capable back up. (8) EMERAUDE
TURGOT could finish in the money

Selections
(5) ERMINE D'EBANE - (9) EVITA PERON - (6) ERNESTINA - (8) EMERAUDE
TURGOT

Race 6
1. DOURGA FLORE - Remains barefoot but is struggling to regain best form and
recent runs are modest
2. DARKA FLASH - Remains barefoot but has been struggling of late. Capable of
better and can place
3. DOULCINEA - May have needed both come back starts but was well beaten in
them. Others are preferred
4. DETALES - Has found a purple patch of form and should fight out the finish
once again
5. DESSYLONA - Battling to find winning form but has run well at this track in last
two starts
6. DECLICE DE HOUELLE - Struggling of late but is barefoot this time and could
make vast improvement
7. DIANA JIEL - Fauir recent form. Remains barefoot and has won over this track
and distance
8. DESIREE DU PLESSIS - Modest last run at this track but is barefoot this time
and can improve
9. DAME JENILOU - Much improved last run which was at this track. Could play
a role at the finish
10. DEDUCTION SEVEN - Modest recnet form but does remain barefoot and
has won at this track before
11. DUNION DES RACQUES - In good form and won well over this track and
distance last time out. Hard to oppose
Summary
(11) DUNION DES RACQUES is coming off a nice win at this track and although
she steps up in distance that may not prevent her from following up and she
looks the right one. (5) DESSYLONA is in good form and should contest the
finish once again. (4) DETALES won nicely and is barefoot again so must have a
winning chance.

Selections
(11) DUNION DES RACQUES - (5) DESSYLONA - (4) DETALES - (9) DAME
JENILOU

Race 7
1. FAMILY FIRST - Only fair form of late and does need to find a few lengths to
win this race
2. FRANCE DE VALNY - Modest last two starts but is capable of better and could
finish in the money
3. FOR LOVE - Well beaten in both starts this year which were at this track.
Others are much preferred
4. FLEUR DU TRUFIER - A bit disappointing of late. Capable of better and could
be the surprise package
5. FESTINA DREAM - Struggling of late and may prefer a shorter distance.
Others are preferred
6. FIRST D'OCCAGNES - Has yet to win but did not run badly when third last
time out. Place chance
7. FAMOUS LADY - Good recent form. Remains barefoot and should contest the
finish once again
8. FIRST NATION - Modest last two starts but is unreliable and is quite capable
of an upset result
9. FERLAINE - Not disgraced when fourth in latest start and does have a winning
chance
10. FULL DATE - Good last win at this track when barefoot. Remains barefoot
and can follow up
11. FALCON DE GODREL - Loves this track and distance and could contest the
finish once again. Respect
12. FALCON D'ESPACE - Versatile and did win at this track last time out. Could
finish in the money
Summary
Quite a few are in form and ready to strike but it is (10) FULL DATE who gets the
vote. This filly was barefoot for the first time when winning in January and can
follow up. (11) FALCON DE GODREL ran just behind (9) FERLAINE last time out
but could turn the tables on her this time. (7) FAMOUS LADY has a winning
chance and is in good form.

Selections
(10) FULL DATE - (11) FALCON DE GODREL - (9) FERLAINE - (7) FAMOUS

LADY

Race 8
1. FLICKA DEROSSIGNOL - Well beaten in latest start and does need to find a
few lengths to win
2. FUSION DE TILLARD - May have just needed last run. Can improve but has
yet to win. Place chance
3. FUTEE DE CAREL - Remains barefoot but was well beaten in last two starts.
More needed to win
4. FABULEUSE MAUVE - Has won at this track but recent runs have only been
modest. Others preferred
5. FABELLA DES LILAS - Won nicely in penultimate start but has struggled at
this track. Others preferred
6. FRONDEUSE - Ignore last run. Clearly talented and does look the one they all
have to beat
7. FRANCE DE BRY - Has yet to win but does pop up in the places every now
and then. Might place
8. FRANCA ALINA - Good recent runs over this track and distance. Could finish
in the money once again
9. FINANCIERE BOND - Fair recent form. Could prefer a shorter distance but is
not out of it
10. FLAMME DE GINAI - Mostly moderate form of late and does need to find a
few lengtsh to win
11. FRIVOLE PAN - Has yet to win and was well beaten in last two starts. Others
are preferred
12. FUSEE DE GINAI - Poor recent form but is barefoot this time and vast
improvement could be forthcoming
13. FIDJI D'ERPION - Much improved when barefoot last time out. Remains
barefoot and has a winning chance
14. FRESH NEWS - Ignore last run. Has won at this track and can go close in
this line-up
Summary
A competitive looking race. (6) FRONDEUSE could have the most scope though
and she may have fluffed her lines last time out but she does have ability and is
the one to beat. (14) FRESH NEWS is also a lot better than her last run would
suggest and she is a lively danger. (8) FRANCA ALINA and (9) FINANCIERE
BOND may need to find a few lengths to win but could finish in the money.

Selections
(6) FRONDEUSE - (14) FRESH NEWS - (9) FINANCIERE BOND - (8) FRANCA
ALINA

